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MMOOTTIIVVAATTIIOONN
Computationally challenging experiments such as the STAR at RHIC (Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider located atthe Brookhaven National Laboratory (USA)), have developed a distributed computing approach (Grid) to facetheir massive computational and storage requirements. Since the peta-bytes of data produced by STAR aregeographically spread, it is necessary to face the question of efficient data transfers and placements in orderto bring requested dataset to a particular site for further analyses.
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• How to transfer a set of files for a physicist to his sitein a shortest time possible for fast analysis turnaround?
• How to achieve controlled planning of data-movement between sites on a grid (not necessarilyfollowing Tier architecture)?
• Ultimately: How to couple storage and computingelement aspects for distributing data on the grid forfurther processing?

We concentrate on the first (most practical and of immediate need) task:· create a plan how to transfer data from data-warehouses to the requested site in the shortest time ·

RREEAALLIIZZAATTIIOONN
SSCCOOPPEE OOFF TTHHEE AARRCCHHIITTEECCTTUURREE

FFOORRMMAALL MMOODDEELL
The input for our problem consists of two parts:• the first component of the information needed relates to the network - formally modeled as a directedweighted graph, it consists of a set of nodes N (sites) and a set of directed edges E (links). The weight of anedge describes the number of time units needed to transfer one size unit.• the second ingreditent is information about the dataset and the files to be transferred: we need to knowwhere the files reside (mapping)

• user has intent to work on a dataset either foranalysis or data production - request is made,dataset information is stored in a database
• the intelligence is embedded inside the Planner& Scheduler component
• for an actual "transfer bulk" the schedule iscomputed and stored into the database
• data-mover daemon takes the schedule relatedto its particular link and executes the transfers(transfer is delegated to the mover) We concentrate on the brain component responsible forgenerating the schedule for requested files.

Two iterative stages:• a transfer path for each file, i.e.,one origin and a valid path from theorigin to the destination, is selected(planning)• for each file and its selectedtransfer path, the particulartransfers via links are scheduled intime such that the resulting plan hasminimal makespan (scheduling).

Solving approach is based on Constraint Programming technique, used in artificial intelligence andoperations research, where we search for an assignment of given variables from their domains, in such a waythat all constraints are simultaneously satisfied and value of an objective function is optimal.

IINNSSIIDDEE TTHHEE MMOODDEELL
Computational complexity of the problem? Solving the second (scheduling) stage is strongly NP-hard. Apossible polynomial-time reduction transforms an instance of J3|pij=1|Cmax, a 3-machine unit-time Job-shopscheduling problem (JSSP).Therefore, a clever branching strategy (considering a search tree) and reduction of a spaceexploration is a key ingredient of the constraint approach.

IIMMPPOOSSIINNGG TTIIMMEE IINNTTOO PPLLAANNNNIINNGG PPHHAASSEE

SSTTUUDDIIEEDD EENNHHAANNCCEEMMEENNTTSS

PPLLAANNNNIINNGG SSTTAAGGEE
Link-based approach:
• The essential idea for this principle is to use onedecision variable for each demand and link of thenetwork (edge in a graph) - Xde, denoting whetherdemand d is routed (value 1) over the edge e of thenetwork or not (value 0).
• Mathematical constraints (similar to Kirchhoff'scircuit laws) ensure that if all decision variables haveassigned values the resulting configuration containstransfer paths.

SSCCHHEEDDUULLIINNGG SSTTAAGGEE
• For each link e of the graph that will be used by atleast one file demand, we introduce a uniqueunary resource Re. Similarly, for each demand andits selected links (defining a transfer path) weintroduce a set of tasks T.

The performance of the FastestLink and MinPath heuristics and a Peer-2-Peer model was studied. Above graphsshow that the convergence of the MinPath heuristic is faster than FastestLink and both achieve bettermakespan than P2P.

• Precedence constraints use non-decision positiveinteger variables Pde representing possible start times oftransfer for demand d over edge e.
• If we have some upper bound for the makespan(typically obtained as the best solution from theprevious iteration of planning and scheduling) we canrestrict plans in next iterations by constraint (3) whereSPe stands for the value of the shortest path from theending site of e to dest.

For implementation of the solver we use Choco, a Java based library for constraint programming. Simulatedexperiments are designed to focus on evaluation of proposed alternatives of the model and detecting the mostsuitable combination of search heuristics. Understanding the performance and limitation of the studiedtechniques in a simulated real-like environment is a necessary step prior to further software deployment.

CCOONNCCLLUUSSIIOONNSS

• SYMMETRY BREAKING •
Detecting and breaking variable symmetries is oneof the common techniques for reducing the searchspace. This is frequently done by adding variablesymmetry breaking constraints that can beexpressed easily and propagated efficiently usingordering.

• IMPLIED CONSTRAINTS •
The usual purpose of filtering techniques is toremove some local inconsistencies and thus deletesome regions of search space that do not contain anysolution. By removing inconsistent values fromvariable domains the efficiency of the searchalgorithms is improved.

• SEARCH HEURISTICS •
Several combinations of variable selection and valueiteration heuristics for both phases were tested. Wemention:
• FastestLinkAt the decision point from unassigned variables ofdemand d, the selected Xde corresponds to thefastest link.
• MinPathInstantiate first variable Xde such that the followingvalue is minimal:

inf Pde + durde + SPe

~ 20% shorter makespan

We tackled the complex problem of efficient data movements on the network within a multi-siteenvironment. The problem itself arises from the real-life needs of the running nuclear physics experiment
STAR and its peta-scale requirements for data storage and computational power as well.

Two stage constraint model, coupling planning and scheduling phase for data transfers to the singledestination is presented. The complexity of the problem is introduced and several techniques for pruningthe search space, like symmetry breaking, domain filtering, or cutting constraints, are presented. Wepropose and implement several search heuristics (FastestLink, MinPath) for both stages and perform sets ofexperiments with realistic data input for evaluating their applicability.

Constraint-based model and usage of declarative type of programming offers straightforward ways ofrepresenting many real life restrictions which are also less vulnerable to software coding errors in an everexpanding framework.

Comparison of the results and trade-off between the schedule of a constraint solver and a Peer-2-Peersimulator is promising and guarantees that continuation along this path will bring improvements over thecurrent techniques to the community. In the nearest future we want to concentrate on the integration ofthe solver with real data transfer back-ends, consequently execute tests in the real environment.
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